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1 General situation

1.1 The production of electricity in 2000

Production

Nuclear power plants
Conventional power plants
Hydraulics plants

Total:
of which the EDF operates:

TWh

395
50
72

517
482

Relative
share
76.4

9.7
13.9

Variation
2000/1999 %
+ 5.4
+ 2.7
-6.1

+ 3.3
+ 2.8

Consumption

Exportation
Importation
Losses
Pumping
Net consumption

TWh

72.7
3.3
30.3
6.6
410.7

Variation
2000/1999 %
+ 6.7
-33.5
+1.6
+ 4.8
+ 2.4

1.2 Nuclear energy production data
Two of the 4 N4 units (Chooz B1et 2) were declared in to be in commercial operation during
2000.
The EDF owns 58 PWR's, for a total capacity of 63 Gwe.
The availability factor was 80.8 %, the new N4's run well.
Safety : No particular incident occurred, 469 incidents were declared, 134 of which were
rated "level 1" and 2 incidents, "level 2". These incidents were often attributed to human
factors originally and lasting generic problems.

1.3 Nuclear Policy
France, thanks to its large infrastructure of existing nuclear power stations, which provides it
with cheap energy, also finds itself in a strong position in the battle against The Greenhouse
Effect.
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TOPCO and nuclear French industry restructuration.
The General Administrator of the CEA, Mr Pascal Colombani has called for a general
restructuration of the nuclear industry in order to meet the challenges of deregulation and
globalisation. The French government has confirmed a process due to be completed in
autumn of this year.
The industry must now reform and restructure just as other energy and telecommunications
industries are currently doing. He has outlined proposals for a new state-owned nuclear
holding company, which he refers to as TOPCO; its creation would bring together the current
holding companies of the CEA-lndustrie (the industrial sector of the CEA), Cogema and
Framatome, ail three of which cover the group's main activities.

The new organisation will have two 'branches':

One branch will be 'nuclear1, and will be made up of Cogema and Framatome Advanced
Nuclear Power (ANP). The aim is to create a global market leader covering the entire nuclear
fuel cycle. It will unite Framatome ANP's expertise in the field of reactor design/construction
and fuel cycle services with Cogema's expertise in the nuclear fuel cycle, which embraces
mining/uranium chemistry, enrichment, fuel/reprocessing/engineering, and related services.

The other branch will be active in the field of electronics and 'new technologies'. It will bring
together Framatome Connectors International (FCI) and ST Micro-electronics, a Franco-
Italian firm dealing in semi-conductors.

A new decree has set a minimum holding of 50% in CEA-lndustrie, allowing for other
companies to hold shares in the organisation whilst still preserving its "public character".

The Long-Term Options for a French Energy Policy
Current demand for electricity and the lifetimes of existing units would not justify an order in
the immediate future. The Prime Minister of France, Mr. Lionel Jospin has promised public
debate on France's future energy options ( after the presidential elections in 2002).
At the end of July 2000, upon the request of the prime minister, the major report dealing with
France's energy policy options and the long-term economic viability of nuclear power was
published.
The authors (Jean-Michel Charpin of the Commissariat General du Plan, a key public policy-
making forum; Benjamin Dessus of the National Scientific Research Centre (CNRS); and
Rene Pellat of the French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA)) stress that the aim of the
report - which spans the period of 2000 to 2050 - is neither to "guide the choice" of public
authorities nor to "influence" public opinion, but rather to provide the technical, economic
and ecological information needed for public debate on France's future energy
options.

Mr L. Jospin considers this report to be an important contribution to the knowledge and
transparency of the French nuclear sector.
It underlines the complexity of the choices of future energy options for the country such as:
the phasing out of nuclear power (as is the case in neighbouring Germany) ; the construction
and commissioning of the first EPR within the next few years ; the expansion, continuance or
abandon of the spent fuel reprocessing and plutonium recycle ; the involvement in the
development of new nuclear fuel and reactor options to burn transuranics; which
technologies are involved and when they would be implemented.

Two main conclusions emerge :
Existing nuclear plants should retain their cost advantage over combined-cycle gas
plants - the only serious economic challenge in terms of meeting the bulk of future electricity
demand.
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Unless gas prices remain stable over the period as a whole, nuclear energy is also likely
to retain its economic edge when the time comes to build new generating capacity.

1.4 Status of Fast reactors
Renovation and inspection works have been actively pursued on the PHENIX plant, a large
part of the work has been completed, mainly reinforcement against earthquakes, inspection
of the internal structures and general maintenance. Maintenance work revealed cracks in the
SGU and it has been decided to replace the potentially affected zones of SGU 1 and 3

Decommissioning work is underway at SUPERPHENIX, core unloading has proceeded
normally, an increasing number of systems and components have been removed from
service. A new decree will have to be issued for the final disposal of both the primary and
secondary sodium; it will include dismantling operations that will satisfy the requirements set
down by the AIEA.

1.5 R&D
On R&D side, CEA recently launched a comprehensive R&D programme on promising
technologies for future nuclear energy systems, to make significant progress in safety,
sustainability and economics. Reference system is based on gas cooled fast reactor with on
site closed fuel cycle, but many technologies investigated for the long term are believed to
be of generic interest to develop high performances fuels end materials

2 Rapsodie
In 2000, the Rapsodie plant was maintained safely under monitoring. Work on the updating
of the plant's safety report which began in 1999, is still underway. This report will be issued
to the French safety authorities in 2001. The General Operating Rules will be updated in
2002.
The planned programme is :

Cleaning operations and partial dismantling are to continue up to the end of 2006.
Surveillance phase 2007-2020
Dismantling operations will resume and be pursued up to the level III beginning in the
year 2020.

3 Phenix

3.1 Introduction
In 2000, the operations begun in 1998 dealing with the renovation, inspection and
maintenance of the reactor, were pursued and many of them have now been completed. An
expenditure of 450 MF, involving 2000 workers from 220 subcontracting firms and 1.3 million
work hours have allowed most of the work to be completed.

The work is divided into four main projects:
>̂ the renovation work, which specifically concerns improving building and equipment

behaviour in the event of an earthquake,
^ ultra-sonic inspection of the welds in the reactor core shell,
^ visual inspection of the upper internal structures of the reactor block,
"i> general maintenance of the installation and regulatory controls of the pressure

instruments.

3.2 Renovation Work
Renovation work concerned the entire industrial facility to varying degrees.
The work done since 1998 was primarily civil engineering work carried out to consolidate the
superstructures of the buildings and to avoid any interactions between the buildings in the
event of an earthquake. It consisted in reinforcing concrete pillars in the reactor building and
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the steel frames in the other buildings. Likewise, several cement block walls in the steam
generator building were disassembled and replaced by steel cladding. Work is practically
finished, except in the South Handling Building where it is expected to be completed by June
2001

Other significant operations were undertaken, such as the installation of a separation
between the zones which have a piping network containing secondary sodium and the zones
having water or steam piping. Work has also been started on the installation of an original
design of anti-whip devices on the high pressure piping in the steam generator building.

Lastly, two independent circuits have been built to ensure emergency circuit cooling (this
means the evacuation of the reactor's residual power in the highly hypothetical event of a
major earthquake which is supposed to have knocked out all the other systems). Each one of
the two geographically separated circuits has its own pumps, cooling tower, and diesel
engine generator set. Operating tests on these circuits are underway.

3.3 Inspection
Ultra-sonic inspection of the welds in the reactor core shell, consist in the introduction of a
robot, previously developed to be able to travel in the 100 mm-wide space separating the
main reactor vessel from its double wrapper, in order to move the sensors. The ultrasonic
waves, propagated throughout the conical shell which was immersed in 150°C sodium, can
detect any unacceptable defects in the welds they travel through. Weld control operations
took place from October 18th to December 23rd . The quality of the signals was very good,
and confirmed the satisfactory condition of the inspected welds.

Visual inspection of the upper internal structures of the reactor block was planned to
be carried out in the year 2000. It consists in the introduction of inspection booms in the
primary vessel, after lowering the primary sodium by transfer in storage tanks.
However, difficulties involving the perfecting of the camera poles, which were delivered at the
end of December 2000 did not allow the inspections to be performed as originally planned.
They were finally carried out successfully during the first four months of 2001.

3.4 General maintenance
genera! maintenance of the installation and regulatory controls of the pressure
instruments are practically finished. The main points are : a general overhaul of the
pumping station, the condenser, the turbo generator set, the electrical stations and the
regulatory test on the pressure devices, including the SG 1 and 3.

The Analysis of the Safety Action Plan has been successfully carried out. This involves
the means to be implemented in order to ensure the safety of the facility in the event of a
conventional fire.
Following this analysis, a certain amount of improvements were undertaken and work will
continue in 2001.

The new intermediate heat exchangers which had initially revealed defects in their
manufacturing, have been repaired. They have been installed on the reactor, replacing the
two heat exchangers of the secondary circuit n°1. Leaks had been detected on these last two
exchangers. One of them has been washed, decontaminated and metallurgical examinations
are now being conducted with results expected by the end of 2001. Throughout 2001, the
washing and decontamination of the second heat exchanger coming from the same
secondary loop will be carried out as well, due to the fact that it too, has displayed defective
behaviour.

Examinations carried out on the modules of steam generator N°2 (which will no longer
be used), complementary to those carried out in 1999, revealed two new non-traversal
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cracks. The analysis of these defects is still ongoing and at the beginning of 2001, the
decision was made to replace those parts which might be potentially affected by steam
generators 1 and 3, a fact which postpones the resuming of its power operation in mid 2002.

3.5 Future
For the future, the resuming of the power build-up (2/3 Nominal Power) is planned for the
summer of 2002, with 6 irradiation cycles representing a period of approximately 5 years.

4 Super Phenix

4.1 Introduction
The ministerial decree ruling the start of the Superphenix decommissioning was issued on
December 31,1998. In conformance with this decree, the following operations may be
carried out, after specific agreement on the part of the safety authorities :
% core unloading from the reactor vessel to the fuel storage water pool,
^ removal from service of non-required systems,
^ primary vessel draining and storage of the sodium.
Progress achieved on these topics in 2000 is summarised hereafter.

4.2. Core unloading
Core unloading involves the transfer of each subassembly from the reactor vessel through
the reactor handling transfer chamber into various corridors and cells, allowing, in particular,
sodium draining and then residual sodium cleaning in a washing pit, before final transfer to
the water pool is accomplished.
At the end of December, 109 breeder subassemblies and 10 fissile assemblies had been
successfully transferred and stored in the water pool. The completion of core unloading
including control rods and the latest type of subassemblies for which a cleaning procedure
was specifically developed in 2000, is now expected in October 2002. Unloading of lateral
neutron shielding assemblies is under study, it could be scheduled for after the unloading of
the fuel assemblies.

4.3. Removal from service of non-required systems
The objective is to isolate and prepare the facilities in order to ensure that future dismantling
operations will be carried out in the best conditions of security and cost. A lot of systems and
components are no longer required for safety, particularly those related to the electricity
production facilities.
Throughout the year, an increasing number of systems and components have been removed
from service. All the equipment housed in the turbine hall has been removed from service
with the exception some useful pieces which will be maintained. Dismantling of balance of
plant will begin in 2001 with the 400KV cables.
These operations require an excellent knowledge of the facilities and a rigorous preparation:
all electrical cables in the area are disconnected and insulated from the components, pipes
are cut or isolated; and inside the area, circuits are drained, products such as industrial oils
are removed. European tenders are prepared.
The increasing number of systems and components removed from service as well as the
shutdown of sodium pumps and circuits have enabled operational and maintenance
requirements to be further reduced. One important consequence is the departure of 75
people from the site during the year; this brings the number of departures down to 354 since
the decision of the final shutdown of the plant. At the end of 2000, 324 people were on the
site staff.
Studies and the implementation of modifications to simplify systems which will be used over
a period of several years are now being undertaken. These primarily concern systems
necessary for the operation and maintenance of the fuel storage water pool.
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4.4. Primary vessel draining and storage of the sodium
Secondary sodium has already been stored in solid state in existing storage tanks. Primary
vessel draining for solid sodium storage is no longer scheduled. A new strategy is now under
study. It involves the following measures:

• the maintaining of the primary sodium in liquid state in the primary vessel for several
years,

• the design and construction of a sodium destruction plant on the site, based on the
proven NOAH process, already applied on the Rapsodie reactor and the PFR,

• the treatment of the secondary and primary sodium in the new plant by transforming it
into soda.

Two possibilities are being studied to eliminate this soda:
• The neutralisation in sodium sulphate and release of the equivalent of 2.5 t of sodium

per day into the Rhone river. Considering the absence of fission products (no clad
ruptures), the radiological release would be 90GBq/year and the impact for the most
exposed individual would be 0.1 uSv/year, i.e. a hundred times less than the IAEA
"trivial" threshold (10 uSv/year) below which the risk for health is considered
negligible.

• Incorporation soda or sodium salt in concrete to produce a very low activity block.
Those blocks would be stored, the activity would be very low in 30 or 50 years (some
Bq/g).

Parts of the piercing machine for the core catcher have been successfully tested in
Cadarache, this allows all the equipment to be built.

4.5 Dismantling.

The EDF changed its dismantling strategy for first generation reactors, including
Superphenix. Dismantling (AIEA level 3) will be finished in 2025 without intermediate safe
storage status (level 2).

The first results on carbonation were obtained in 2000 with the development done at
Cadarache: mainly on carbonation speed and influence of parameters. Longer analytical
tests have been planned and a large-scale representative test of structure carbonation in the
main vessel is scheduled. Furthermore, initial studies for reactor vessel and the dismantling
of internals have been made to validate a residual sodium carbonation strategy.

The first primary component has been dismantled.

4.6 Regulatory files.

The decommissioning decree specifies that a new decree will have to be issued for final
disposal of both primary and secondary sodium. This new decree is scheduled in 2004 after
a public inquiry; it will include dismantling operations to meet the requirements of the AIEA
level 3 which are not provided for in the previous decree.

5 R&D:

5.1 Introduction

In 2001, a new organisation was set up at the CEA. Its objective is to reinforce the CEA's
capacity to adapt, anticipate and meet the needs of industry and to take into consideration
the concerns of society while continuing to contribute to the development of scientific
knowledge.
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Thus, along with this new orientation of fundamental scientific research, (Sciences of the
Matter and Life Sciences) and that of defence, we also witness the creation of a:

^ A nuclear orientation, The Nuclear Energy Division the mission of which is to deal with
nuclear development and innovation, R&D for the nuclear industry, simulation and
experimental tools, and clean-up,

>̂ A technology research orientation for materials and the new, emerging technologies of
the energy sector.

The project on Future Generation Nuclear Energy Systems: This project is a part of the
Nuclear Development and Innovation Direction. Its purpose is to study and develop, on the
mean and long term basis, the most promising options for nuclear reactors, fuels and
reprocessing procedures. These options should contribute to making nuclear energy a major
source of the sustainable development. The project also aims at maintaining at the highest
level the competence and technologies that the CEA will be able to bring to national
achievements or international projects in future decades

Research on the systems of the future is structured into 4 main areas:

t> Innovations for LWR's, with the main short term effort currently focused on the
development of advanced fuels (APA, Duplex...) in order to improve the plutonium
inventory management coupled with the use of the reactor infrastructure ; to this research
- and most likely much more devoted to fuels—, we shall seek to add, in cooperation with
national and international partners, the assessment of new concepts and innovative
systems for future LWR's (modular concepts, research on simplification, safety through
design, etc.).

<*> The systems of 4th generation aims at significant improvements in the field of
competitiveness, safety and impact on the environment through an integrated reflection
on the reactor concepts and the associated fuel cycle. The corresponding goals, in
particular the minimization of the production of long life waste and the saving of resources
(i.e. optimised use of fissile and fertile nuclear fuels), impose a rupture with the water
reactor technology and an evolution towards the hard neutron spectra and the high
temperatures, to attain applications other than the electricity production : hydrogen
production, desalination, cogeneration. The main R&D axis for this long-term objective
stakes on HTGR potentials for the development of "high-efficiency gas-cooled systems -
HEGCR".

>̂ Sodium-cooled reactors (LMR's), with an approach aiming at maintaining CEA
expertise at its best level by developing the experience feedback obtained from the
Phenix and Superphenix reactors, and through international co-operation (mainly JNC,
CRIEPI, ANL and MINATOM).

<*> Systems which are the object for survey or exploratory studies. Within this category
there are systems implementing alternative technologies: cooled with supercritical water
or lead alloys, molten salt reactors. Significant R&D is being carried out on these
concepts in foreign countries. Within this category we also have nuclear systems of a
specific vocation such as those dedicated to the outer space applications and nuclear
propulsion.

The Transmutation Reactor Type Project:

The major objective of the programme concerns the assessment of the potential of hybrid
systems in reducing the quantity and harmfulness of long-lived nuclear waste. This work is
set within the framework of article 1 of the Law of December 31st 1991 and must provide in
2006, the necessary elements allowing the higher authorities to establish a coherent nuclear
waste management policy
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5.2 High-efficiency gas cooled systems :
The main objectives for reactors of the future and the associated fuel cycle are :

• Improved economic competitiveness in comparison to other current means for
electricity production - including existing nuclear plants --, with a particular effort made
to reduce investment costs;

• increased safety, particularly through a better resistance of the core versus damage in
the case of severe accidents and, if possible, the exclusion - through design - of core
melting; increased implementation of passive features ;

• heavy reduction of long-lived radioactive waste;

• optimal and flexible use of the available fissile and fertile resources; improved
resistance to the risks of proliferation ;

• potentialities for applications other than the production of electricity: hydrogen
production, sea water desalination, etc.

Among the possible options, those dealing with the hardened/fast spectrum, high-
temperature gas-cooled technology, refractory fuel and suited to "processing, remaking and
integrated recycling " will be considered in priority. Principal associated technologies relate to
refractory fuels with a high capacity for fission product containment, the integrated processes
for fuel reprocessing, structural materials resistant to high temperatures and high irradiations
fluences, and the technology of gas circuits at high temperature.

The objective of the CEA is to build a program of R&D based on " high efficiency", gas
cooled reactor systems " (HEGCR) - N.B. "high efficiency" from both the thermodynamic and
waste management point of view - which, beyond the main objectives for the long term, will
provide useful spin-offs for both current reactors (the materials and fuel in particular), as well
as an international project for a high-temperature reactor that might correspond to needs on
the international market horizon of 2020-2030.

5.3 Sodium cooled fast reactors

The main objectives for the year 2000 were to formulate a synthesis and compile a final file
gathering all results from the R&D and analysis methods. Future R&D on sodium-cooled
reactors is not intended to support industrial development but to maintain the CEA expertise
at its highest level for this technology, focusing the studies on its weak points. R&D topics of
general interest are to be privileged (fuels, advanced steels, Pyrochemical reprocessing).

5.3.1 The Capitalisation and preservation of knowledge
Our main objective is to preserve the knowledge acquired from the Super Phenix reactor
and more generally, that which has been obtained in the field of sodium-cooled fast reactors.
This knowledge is to be used in the design of new reactors. The database must integrate the
overall procedure in the designing of fast reactors, with a comprehensive collection of
documents serving as synthesis, referring to the basic documentation.

With regard to the Rules of Design Basis, the principle of a new RCCMR edition (edition
2000) to integrate the proposed improvements dating from the last version of the RCC-MR in
1993 has been accepted and a specification has been written. The English language version
will also be updated.

For the finalisation of the neutronic tools qualification, two items are to be registered :
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• the qualification of the DARWIN calculation scheme with physical data that are of
interest for the fuel cycle, and the coding of the interface with the ERANOS calculation
scheme for the design of LMR cores ;

• the complete migration of the experimental fast data base SNEDAX into the ORACLE
environment of the new LMR Experimental Data Base

5.3.2 Safety
A version of SAS4A code including the ejection model was realised, coupled with other
SAS4A modulus, and qualified in version REFOO. Code manager activity was transferred to
the JNC in June 2000.

A considerable amount of work is now being carried out on the SIMMER code in
collaboration with the FzK and the JNC.

SIMMER 111 is a 2D thermal-hydraulic, multi-phase, multi-component code with neutronic
coupling for CDA (Core melting and re-criticality risk analysis) studies in LMFR. SIMMER IV
is the 3D version, actually 1B version available for thermal-hydraulic studies only; validation
and neutronic coupling are now underway (FzK)

SIMMER is, for the most part, valid, robust and therefore will be amply used in safety studies
accompanying the design studies for future systems.

Completion of the BALL-TRAP Programme: This programme aims at the realisation and
completion of the analytical tests covering a part of the needs related to the understanding of
the key physical phenomena controlling the transition phase, in particular the mixed bath
boiling (fuel-steel) transient behaviour required for the validation of the SIMMER code. The
goal is to study heat transfer during the droplet vaporisation in a continuous phase heated in
volume with fast kinetics.

The development of a « pin-cladding » model allowing the study of the initiation phase of
the accident.

The perfecting of a neutronic library for SIMMER, based on the ERANOS code

Finally, it must be stated that within the framework of an update of all Phenix safety files for
its eventual startup at 2/3 nominal power, a BTI study has been carried out.

For the CABRI Raft Programme,
^ A synthesis on all the tests was launched in 2000,
^ Tests preliminary to the TP3 test, which concerns the heat exchanges between fuels and

steel were carried out.
^ The TPA2 test, the same type as the TP2, a bundle of 3 pins was carried out in April

2001.
The CABRI Raft Programme must be completed by the end of 2001 in view of the fact that
the CABRI reactor must be modified for a programme dealing with water reactors.

5.3.3 Fuel and cycle

For waste incineration, a first step concerns the nitride fuels on which a synthesis study,
begun in 2000, will be finalized in 2001;
For waste management, the analysis of the IFR concept and its derivatives will be
considered through collaboration with the ANL on Pyrochemical technologies capable of
allowing the reprocessing of fuel on the site of its production.
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For Pu management, within the framework of the CEA/MINATOM agreement, CAPRA
irradiation in BOR60 for high plutonium contents (UPuo.45-o.6N) nitrite fuels is underway, in
parallel to one experiment in the Phenix reactor (U,Pu)O2 oxide fuel (45% Pu)

5.3.4 Structural materials and mechanics

Work continued on 316LN behaviour under creep and fatigue conditions. Comparison on
creep stress to rupture of Japanese 316FR and European 316L(N) steel grades have been
performed. Analyses of the fatigue relaxation behaviour of 316LN has been achieved.
Progress were made on the comprehension of delayed cracking observed on 321 steel
(Phenix SGU) : creep damage in the heat affected zone has been quantitatively studied and
then simulated.

A complementary interpretation of Symphony experiment (program on fast reactor core
behaviour under seismic conditions) has allow to have a better understanding of the effect of
water, by taking into account the damping resulting from the interaction between AC (fuel
element) and PNL (lateral neutronic shield), with consideration of fluid structure interaction.

Concerning piping systems evaluation, a synthesis of the work done in support to advanced
calculation methods has been produced.

Concerning high temperature fracture, a synthesis of the tests on tubes (TUBFIS) have been
written. Concerning weld, a new experimental method to predict the life of high temperature
austenitic 316L Weldments have been developed.

The exploitation of irradiations now underway in the Phenix reactor will contribute to the
development of steels for core structures (austenitic, ferritic, mariensitic, advanced) and to
the experience feedback relating to the cracking of un-irradiated steels.

5.3.5 Sodium technology

In the year 2000 activities on sodium technology were devoted to the closure of actions
concerning quality control, contamination, cleaning and sodium leak detection.

For cleaning aspects, tests were carried out in the CIGNE facility, allowing the kinetics of the
sodium/water reaction in a circulation gas such as nitrogen to be determined. Material and
thermal balances allowed researchers to determine the temperature level of the different
objects entering into contact, to estimate reaction kinetics and to validate both a numerical
model taking into account the material transfers and another model translating the heat
transfer phenomena.

The process of carbonatation has been considered as a treatment for the residual sodium in
the primary vessel of SUPERPHENIX. It consists in injecting a circulation of gas carrying a
very low amount of water inside the component to be treated. The gas must be kept at room
temperature, under the saturation point of water. The circulation gas is a mixture of carbon
dioxide and nitrogen. The first campaign of tests, carried out in the CARNAC test facility in
2000 allowed researchers to understand the effect of the different parameters having an
impact on the kinetics and the type of carbonates formed (Na2CO3 or NaHCO3) These tests
will be pursued in 2001; the preparation of a carbonatation test in a large-scale facility
involving one of the TRIPOT test pots is now underway. These tests should take place in
2003.
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5.4 Technological survey and exploratory studies

Three concepts are analysed : the lead or lead-bismuth-cooled reactors , the molten salt
reactors , and reactors cooled with supercritical water. Significant R&D is now being carried
out on these concepts in foreign countries.
The lead and lead-bismuth cooled reactors are examined in comparison to sodium LMR's,
and particularly with regard to core safety and corrosion by lead and lead-bismuth. Activities
will be limited mainly to technological survey within the framework of the international
collaboration and will make use of the studies performed on spallation targets.

The supercritical reactors studies are performed within the framework of the project "High
Performances LWR" (HPLWR) of the 5th PCRD (EC), their main objectives being to assess
the potentialities of this type of reactor and to identify key points of technological feasibility,

The molten salt reactor : studies are being conducted within the framework of the MOST
Project of the 5th PCRD (EC), with the aim of implementing state of the art knowledge on the
Molten Salt Reactors, and the pooling of data bases; a survey of the ISTC 1606 Project
(Molten Salt Loop for Waste and Plutonium Disposal) will be done.

5.5 ADS

The purpose of this programme is to determine, within the framework of various working
scenarios, not only the expected efficiency of the ADS in the transmutation of long-lived
waste, but also to provide a realistic assessment of the scientific and technical feasibility of
such machines. If need be, the particularly hard points will be identified and, in as much as
possible, the volume of R&D that might be required to provide solutions or the development
of alternative solutions will be estimated. Furthermore, the assessment of the hybrid reactor
type would not be complete without taking into account key factors such as safety and
economy.
In addition to this, this work will integrate a preliminary study pertaining to the realisation of a
100MW demonstrator so that a final decision might be made concerning its actual
construction following this programme if its feasibility can be clearly demonstrated.

5.5.1 System studies

Design studies for ADS are being carried out in order to assess the technical feasibility and
the interest in ADS with regard to the transmutation of long-lived nuclear waste. These
studies provide the basis of a broad international collaboration: the 5th PCRD of the
European Community, MEGAPIE, ANL, ENEA. ...

5.5.2 Neutronic studies,
This point essentially concerns the qualification of the calculation code tools, ERANOS and
SPARTE and the validation of the calculation methods applied in the study of hybrid
systems.

5.5.3 MUSE in MASURCA

The major objective of the MUSE programme is to provide understanding of the basic
phenomena characterising the neutrinos of a coupled, sub-critical system; to validate and
qualify the calculation methods and the associated database. This programme is being
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carried out within a broad co-operative framework (5th PCRD; bi-lateral agreements with the
ANL and the JAERI include the detachment of an engineer).
The year 2000 was devoted to the finalisation of the definition of the MUSE 4 experiment
which will associate a sub-critical media with a neutron generator of the LIN AC 14 MEV type
referred to as GENEPI, developed by the CNRS, along with an assembly in MASURCA.

In 2001, the programme concerns the realisation of MUSE 4, an experiment designed to
simulate a sodium-cooled core. The tests are scheduled from May, 2001 to March of 2002.
The initial sub-critical tests are planned for September 2001. At the same time, the test for
MUSE 5, involving the simulation of a gas core is being pursued; these tests are
programmed for 2002 and 2003.

5.5.4 MEGAPIE
MEGAPIE (MEGAwatt Pilot Experiment) was originally a joint initiative formed by the CEA,
the FZK and the PSI. Its purpose was to design, build, operate and explore the liquid lead
bismuth spallation target for 1 MW of beam power, taking advantage of the existing spallation
neutron facility, SINQ at the PSI. At present, four more institutions have joined the venture,
namely the ENEA (I), the SCK-CEN (B), the JAERI (J) and the CNRS (F) jointly with
SUBATECH.
Main dates : Closure of the engineering design phase: September 2001,

Decision on construction : October 2001
Put MEGAPIE target in CINQ : for the beginning of 2004

The main activities of the CEA in this area concern :

The neutronic study of the MEGAPIE target
Design, cooling of the targets,
Target thermal-hydraulics calculations
Lead bismuth technology



Status of Fast reactors and ADS programs
in France in 2000
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m \ Production of electricity .remain data &

• Production
S nuclear power plants
•f conventional
s hydraulic

• Total 517 Twh (+3.3%)
(+2.8 %)
S exportation
s importation
•s pumping
s line losses

• Net consumption 41

m 2 i

395 Twh (76.4 %) +5.4 %
50 Twh (9.7 %) +2.7 %

72 Twh (13.9%) -6.1 %

among which 482 from EDF

72.7 Twh
3.3 Twh
6.6 Twh
30.3 Twh

0.7 Twh (+ 2.4 %)

'*K' Nuclear Energy Division



Two of the 4 N4 units (Chooz B1 and B2) declared
in commercial operation during 2000
58 PWR units connected at the end of 2000
•/ Total capacity 63 GWe

s availability factor: 80.8%

s new N4 run well

s 469 incidents ; 134 rated level 1, 2 level 2

no further construction engaged

Nuclear Energy Di\

: ' • . *

Nuclear policy
•̂  French Nuclear Industry restructuration
s Issue of report asked by prime minister on energy policy options

PHENIX :
^ Large part of renovation work and inspection achieved in 2000
s Successful visual inspection of lower part of ACS
s Start-up expected summer 2002, for 6 irradiations cycles
SUPER PHENIX :
•/ Decommissioning works underway
•/ Core unloading went on normally
S New decree for final disposal of Na

D
New organization put in place
CEA recently launched a comprehensive R&D program on promising
technologies for future nuclear energy systems

4 cea
Nuclear En



RAPSODIE

Plant maintained safely under monitoring

Plant Safety Report updating still underway

General Operating Rules will be updated (2002)

G;c.;p or- F*>.sL factors.
Kaza^s-ifi May ?_"Ci 1 •"--1S

OSO
Nuclear Energy Division

r
PHENIX plant is stopped since Nov 1998, practically at
the end of 50th cycle for doing the work planned for the
renovation, inspection and maintenance of the reactor
Work was shared in four projects

•/ the renovation work, which particularly concerns improving
building and equipment behaviour in the event of earthquake

•s ultra-sonic inspection of the welds in the reactor core shell
s visual inspection of the upper internal structures of the reactor

block
•/ general maintenance of the installation and regulatory controls of

the pressure instruments
large part of the work has been achieved in 2000

C f c O + . » * » « i
Nuclear Energy Division
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: Data onMENlXBper^

Equivalent full power days

Electricity production (Gwh)

Connection to grid during (h)

Reactor critical during (h)

X _r z^-*JL.li

50th run ! Since 197

77.3 [ 3 860,5

382,2 I 20 880,4

3 019 I 99 811

3 606 \ 112 904

7 i osa
Nuclear Energy Division

Reinforcement of buildings against earthquakes
^ reactor
v'SGU
s manutention
s turbine buildings

reinforcement of sodium fire protection inside SGU
building (separation, ventilation, retention cans)
Mitigation of the consequences of a rupture of steam
pipes
New ultimate cooling circuits (water/air, designed for
seism) - two independent circuits

8 cea
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: -•*,' rPHENIX, Inspection of structures
of the primary circuit

conical shell supporting the core
•s by US across 6 holes in the "double envelop» shell ; now

completed ; very positive experience

hanging structures of the vessel
•s by US in 3 zones ; inspected without problem

upper structures of the reactor block by lowering the
level of the sodium
S observation of the ACS and S/A heads
S position of S/A heads (to check there is no important

modification of the core support structure)
S Was planned in 2000, delayed beginning 2001 due to

difficulties in tuning vision inspection booms

030
Aisns'y-Kt.rcftatov aty. Nuclear Energy Divisic

PHENlX4n|pectipn ofit^e/ugpjptcuctures

Lower part of the inspection boom

Sample for testing accuracy, placed 8 meters
from the boom

10 cea •
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PHENIX, Inspection pf the^upperstructunes
of the reactor'block ^

11 060
Nuclear Energy Division

General maintenance (decennial maintenance work)
S concern pumping station, condenser, turbo generator,

electrical stations, and regulatory tests on pressures devices

Analyze of the Safety Action Plan
S concern the conventional fire safety actions

12 OSCJ
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>>HENIX Works on 1HX knd SGU

3 new IHX were ordered and supplied
s Defects detected on welds on two of them was repaired
s Two of them has been introduced in the reactor for replacing two

old ones

SGU defect observed during the inspection of one
modulus
s complementary inspection on SGU 2 put in evidence new

defects
s complementary analysis is still under way
s decision has been taken to replace the potentially affected

zones of SGU 1 and 3

13 s
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Expected to start during summer 2002
Then operation to 2/3 Pn, for 6 irradiation cycles,
i.e. 5 years approximately , in order to realize the
experimental program, for waste transmutation and
incineration

1 4 j ,»,«,t5.i,(,Hi»ou-,o,,;a««ott.^
t .-.Imaty/kAiisjiaBv <ilv. ^<3«t . in May iSO: 1-l-iS Nuclear Energy Division



Experimental program in PHENIX'

mainly devoted to transmutation of radioactive wastes
(MA a LLFP )

y Basic data
->2 irradiations of samples of various isotopes
•^1 experiment on moderator materials

> Incineration of minor actinides
•^•homogeneous way : 3 experiments
-^•heterogeneous way : 3 exp. on matrices

4 on targets (+ 1 in HFR, 2 in BOR 60)
> Destruction of long-lived fission products - 2 exp.
> Pu increased consumption (CAPRA) 1 exp. (+ 1 in HFR, 1 in BOR

60)
> Structural materials - 6 experiments

15
Nuclear Energy Division

The ministerial decree for SUPERPHENIX
decommissioning was issued on December 31, 1998.

•f core unloading from the reactor vessel to the fuel storage
water pool,

^ removal from service of non-required systems
^ primary vessel draining and storage of the sodium

j A-m-,H7k;iri.iaiov<i:v. ^j/.aw.iir: Vav !0C\ i-!-ia Nuclear Energy Division



" SUPERPHENIX core unloading

• Without dummy SA, from periphery towards center
• Reactor cooling thanks to electrical heating system (600kW)

installed on the outside of safety vessel
s Installation was completed August 99, in service in September

• Transfer of SA from reactor vessel to water pool, through
reactor handling chambers, allowing sodium draining and
residual sodium cleaning in washing pit

• 109 breeders SA and 10 fissile SA transferred to water pool
• End of unloading ( 650 SA) of is now expected for Oct 2002
• Unloading of lateral neutron shielding assemblies is under

studies, it could take place after fuel assemblies unloading

17
Nuclear Energy Division

seryfqeof non-

The objective is to isolate and prepare the facilities in
order to ensure that future dismantling operations will be
carried out in the best conditions of security and costs
Increasing number of systems and components have been
removed from service.
S A large part of the equipment housed in the turbine hall is

removed from service.
v Dismantling of balance of plant will begin in 2001 with the 400KV

cables
Departure of people from the site :
s 96 in 1999, 75 in 2000; 324 people on the site at the end of 2000

18 c e a . . . . . . .
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SUPERPHENIX Primary vessel draining and
storage of the sodium'"'

Secondary sodium is already stored in the solid state in
existing storage tanks
For the primary sodium, pending a necessary specific
decree, the following strategy is proposed

s maintain the primary sodium in the liquid state in the primary
vessel for several years

s design and construct on site a sodium destruction plant based on
the proven NOAH process, already applied for RAPSODIE and PFR

S treat the secondary and the primary sodium in the new plant by
transforming it into soda

1 9 - > . ... O K I • . . . , . ,
' K K f ' ' ' • Nuclear Energy Divisic

Two possibilities are studied to eliminate soda
s Neutralization in sodium sulphate and release into the Rhone

river the equivalent of 2.5 t of sodium per day
s Incorporation soda or sodium salt in concrete to produce very

low activity block, to be stored in specific disposal facility
Regulatory files
s A new decree will have to be issued for final disposal of both

primary and secondary sodium. This new decree is scheduled in
2004 after a public inquiry, it will include dismantling
operations to reach AIEA level 3.

20 cea
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SUPER PHENtX main retentions

"FOND DE CUVE RECUPERATBJR
WAINVESSEl BO HOW. CORE CA1CHER

i b 6 n ' of s*x;i<iii> ' ' 6 in ' cf so:iii.:iv
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~v ,T" y

strategy : SUPERPHENIX dismantling (AIEA level 3) will be
finished in 2025 without intermediate safe storage status
(level 2).
After primary vessel draining, carbonatation is proposed for
final treatment of residual sodium (2015). Basic R&D studies
are underway, large scale validation test is scheduled.
Then, dismantling of main vessel

22 wnrksn:; Groin on ?aVt
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A-.new CEA organisation:

f R&D for*J

0 feENERGSY^ %

Fundamental DEFENSE
Research SSMqpBE".

% - i f #
tlNDUSTRY;

4

FllllflWTKU

R&D for 1
NUCLEAR/
ENERGY

35%

Sectors

, ^ f l ^ ^ ^ DEFENSE

If
^ ^ * ^ ^ R&T for

INDUSTRY
15%
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DEFENSE
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NUCLEAR ENERGY

SACLAY

VALRHO Hia
g — CADARACHE
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NUCLEAR ENERGY DIVISION
Nuclear Energy Division

J. Bouchard

Finance Div.
M. Bedoucha

Nuclear Safety &
Quality Div.
J-Y. Guillamot

£

O

NUCLEAR DEVELOPMENT 4
INNOVATION

P. Bernard

R&D FOR NUCLEAR INDUSTRY
E.Pochon

SIMULATION & EXPERIMENTAL
TOOLS

P. Ledermann

CLEAN-UP
A. L'Homme

CROSS PROJET UNIT
F. Pupat

SACLAY
Center

CADARACHE
Center

H. Bernard

I DTAP [

VALRHO
Center
R. Reisse

I DTE
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Staff: 4900 people

~-t>

M Cadarache

• Saclay

• Valrtio

• DOB

Budget: 780 millions Euros.

26 oea
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NUCLEAR DEVELOPMENTS INNOVATION
Division (DDIN)

DDIN
P BERNARD - Diroao-

M SALVATORES - Advisor

Waste management research

P 15CONTE

AVLIS
G BORDIER

GC
P. ARONDEL

Risk Control
J- CAZALET

1
1

EPR
I BRUNEI

Systems for the future
r CARRE

1
Partitionning &
Transmutation

Conditioning,
storage and disposal

of MA-LLFP
M TALLEC

Conditioning, storage
and disposal of HA-

LLFP
P TGULHOAT
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Reactors and

The CEA programme on " Future generation reactors and fuel cycles
" aims at studying and developing the mean and long term most
promising options for nuclear reactors, fuels and reprocessing.
These options should contribute to make the nuclear energy a major
source of the sustainable development.
The programme also aims at maintaining at the best level
competences and technologies which the CEA will be able to bring to
national achievements or international projects in the next
decades.
In Europe, the CEA will resolutely integrate its R&D effort within the
framework of the networks of "centres of excellence" and within the
programs of the European Framework Programme {the 5th FP today
and the 6th FP in 2002), to give simultaneously an European
dimension to its research, and to contribute to maintain the
nuclear expertise in Europe.

28
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Future Generation Reactors and Fuel Cycles
Areas for research

Innovations for LWR
> main effort on advanced fuels to improve Pu inventory
Systems of 4th generation ,
> goals impose a rupture with water reactors and an evolution towards

the hard neutron spectra and high temperatures
> Long term objective : development of "High Efficiency Gas Cooled

Reactor-HEGCR"
Sodium-cooled reactors (LMR)
> Maintaining of CEA expertise, feed back experiment from reactors

and international collaboration
Systems implementing alternative technologies :
supercritical water or lead alloys, molten salts reactors.
> Technological survey and exploratory studies

2 9 i !«,»«,• w K . , r 5 * * . , m F«. awe™ G 3 3 . - • • . . .
I -vna'.y.'Kurc-siov :.ry. Xat&.s:::n Kn IC2: ' ' - i s Nuclear Energy Division

H Future Generation Reactors and Fuel Cycles
' --*. " - - MaihSbjectives V ^ \ ^ *

> Economic competitiveness
•f Investment, operation, fuel cycle

> Enhanced safety
s No off-site effects in case of severe accidents
•/ Enhanced resistance of core technology to severe accident damages
s Towards a strategy of core melting exclusion

> Minimization of long lived radioactive waste production
•f A request from the French government
s Subsequent need for spent fuel processing and actinides recycling (Plutonium and Minor

actinides)
> Efficient use of available fissile and fertile nuclear fuel resources (Pu, Udep, Th...)
> Increased resistance to proliferation risks
> Potentialities for other applications than electricity generation

<=> Incentive towards hardened neutron spectra and high temperatures

30 ! :K , 3 : , « i , ! ; G , , ! , ^« , cea . . . . . . . .
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High-Effidency Gas Cooled Systems HEGCR

Advanced design and systems studies for R&D orientations
s Key dates :

• Currently : evaluation of existing concepts
• end 2003 : comparative results of design and operating studies

on HEGCR images
• 2004 : selection of HEGCR safety and technical options

Relevant technologies
s refractory fuels
s Integrated process for fuel reprocessing
s resistant materials
s high temperature gas circuits

31 o e a . . . . . . .
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. R&D Sodium cooled fastSeactors ,

Conservation of the accumulated knowledge
s Accumulated knowledge from Super Phenix and sodium cooled

fast reactors, to be re-used for conception of new reactors.
Data base will include conception method aspects

s RCC-MR (design and conception rules)
^ Finalization of neutronic tools qualification

Safety
s SAS4A code manager activity transferred at JNC in June 2000

s SIMMER code important work on SIMMER III, collaboration with
FzK and JNC

^ CABRI Raft program

32 cea
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tlB SIMMER Hi calculation

SIMMER III thermalhydraulic
calculation of the transient
induced by a Total Instantaneous
Blockage in a fuel Subassembly in
Phenix reactor

Faulted SA surrounding by sodium
gap and the six neighbor SA
(2D modeling)

The picture represent the status
7 seconds after the blockage

33
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Fuel and cycle
^ Synthesis study on Nitrides fuels for wastes incineration

s For wastes management : analyze of IFR

s For Pu management : CAPRA irradiation in BOR-60 and in PHENIX

Sodium technology
•s synthesis reports on contamination, cleaning and leak detection
s work in support to SUPER PHENIX decommissioning : Na cleaning,

carbonatation process
Structural materials and mechanics
s priority on ageing phenomena, behavior of welded zones (Phenix)

s Future exploitation of the irradiations tests in Phenix

34
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Limited work, mainly technological survey

• Lead and lead bismuth cooled reactor
•/ Particular attention to core safety and corrosion
S International collaboration
S Technology linked with ADS studies

• Supercritical reactor
s Assessment of potentialities and key points of feasibility
s Studies in the framework of EC program

• Molten salt reactor
s State of the art (EC program)
^ Survey of ISTC 1606 Project

36 O3D
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Subcritical reactors for ADSjsysterris ",:

Main objectives of CEA studies
ADS systems capacity in transmuting long life radioactive wastes,

in the framework of the 91 French law

s Concept studies
v' Neutronic studies
v' MUSE program
S MEGAPIE

37 C 6 O . . . . . . .
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Concept studies
Conceptual design studies

»btw».IMi>»IWWC«l

CORE LAYOUT

PRIMARY CIRCUIT

Neutronic studies
Development and validation of codes ERANOS and SPARTE
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Subcntical reactors for ADSsystems

Basic studies in the frame of MUSE program
s Neutronics and control of a subcritical core fed by an external

source of neutron, in MASURCA
• MUSE 4 experiment with Na, international cooperation (5th

PCRD EU, PSI, ANL, JAERI ) preparation started in 1999,
installation of the GENEPI generator was done in 2000, safety
authorization is expected for may 2001, subcritical test from
Sept 2001 to March 2002

• MUSE 5 experiment with "gas" is under preparation, tests are
planned next year

39 ! GGO . -
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critical facility dedicated to neutronic studies of Fast Reactors lattices

! main characteristics :

i • large amount of material, fuel and inert,
j contained in parallelepipedic or cylinder forms

i • core cooled by air

[ • Maximum power 5kW

! • core volume 6000 liters

; 1966-1994 : reference critical mock-up for Fast
: Reactors (Rapsodie, Phenix, SuperPhenix)

1994 - 1999 Transmutation and incineration
studies COSMO program

2000- 2003 Support to ADS studies for
i transmutation system (91 law): MUSE program

40
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MASURCA facility

The adaptability of MASURCA core allows the validation of
innovative core design :

In the framework of the 91 law for management of
radioactive wastes

the MUSE4 test, coupling
one sub critical
multiplying lattice with
an external neutron
source GENEPI (14MeV)
just started (2000 =>.
2003)

41 0=0 •
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CEA-Cad (F), FZK (D) and PSI (CH) initiated in 1999 the joint MEGAPIE
Project (MEGAwatt Pilot Experiment)

The project has since been joined by CNRS (F), ENEA (I), SCK CEN (B) and
JAERI (J) with interest to join expressed by KAERI (Ko), LANL (USA) and
IPPE (Rus)

Objectives :
Taking advantage of the existing PSI's high intensity proton beam :
- demonstrate the feasibility of a liquid PbBi target at power levels

relevant to ADS,
- gain experience in designing, operating and disposing of such a target,

- generate a valuable data base to assess the service potential and
desirable changes for a prototype ADS target through its monitoring and
PIE.
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MEGAPIE Project Phases

2000 I001 2002 2003 ~1 2004' 2005

-• tian IS, 2004

GSO
Nuclear Energy Division
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Design of the target and of the heat exchanger
Thermal-hydraulics for target and components
Safety analysis and reliability
Pb-Bi technology : oxygen control, purification,
Po contamination management
Nuclear and thermomechanical calculations of the
target
Radiation effects in structural materials
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MEGAPlE^Design of the targej ahd of the
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MEGAPIE:Desigh of ,th© target and of the
^ ^ ^ ' v ^ h t h '
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Velocity and temperature field
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